The added gradient echo pulse sequence technique: application to imaging of fluid in the temporomandibular joint.
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The Added Gradient Echo Pulse Sequence Technique: Application to Imaging of Fluid in the Temporomandibular Joint
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PURPOSE: To assess the value of an added gradient echo in the same pulse sequence with a T1-weighted spin echo for determining the presence of an abnormal fluid collection in the temporomandibular joint with no additional imaging time. MATERIALS AND METHODS: Using a standard T1-weighted sequence used in cine temporomandibular joint imaging, a readout gradient reversal was added and the resulting gradient echo collected. This image was compared with standard T1- and T2-weighted sequences, a short inversion recovery imaging sequence, and a small flip angle fast low-angle shot gradient-echo sequence. RESULTS: The T1-weighted spin echo preceding the added gradient echo is not affected by the gradient reversal, but the additional gradient echo adds T2* contrast information that displays fluid as bright as and compares favorably with other fluid detection sequences. CONCLUSION: The added gradient-echo technique adds sensitivity for the detection of an abnormal increase in fluid in the temporomandibular joint without adding to the overall imaging time of a routine T1-weighted sequence.
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Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging has been shown by many investigators to be useful in evaluating temporomandibular joint (TMJ) dysfunction (1–44). Particularly helpful are “cine” studies where each image of a set is collected with the patient posed at a different degree of jaw opening (3–5, 20, 27). This image set is viewed in a cine display for evaluation of joint motion. Since several images may comprise a set, it is very desirable to keep the acquisition time for each image reasonably small while retaining adequate image quality. In particular, image contrast must be sufficient to evaluate the condylar marrow signal (to detect bone abnormalities such as avascular necrosis) and to detect the presence of abnormal fluid accumulations in the TMJ (which might account for patient discomfort as the jaw is opened). Thus, sensitivity to both fat and fluid is very desirable within the constraints of short imaging time.

The water-sensitive T2-weighted spin-echo and short inversion recovery imaging (STIR) sequences require too long a repetition time (TR) for reasonable scan times in cine studies. Both T1-weighted spin-echo and small flip angle gradient-echo sequences allow short scan times (on the order of 1 minute), with T1-weighted sequences giving strong marrow signal while the gradient-echo sequences give a relatively strong water signal. Running both these sequences gives the desired range of image contrasts through the range of jaw motion, but having to run two sequences at each cine pose doubles the examination time.

This increase in examination time can be avoided by combining both the spin echo and gradient echo into a single sequence. A basic single-echo spin-echo sequence is modified to produce an additional gradient echo by simply reversing the readout gradient after the spin echo has been collected and measuring the gradient echo which forms (see Fig. 1). This added gradient-echo (AGE) sequence simultaneously produces the strong marrow signal on the T1-weighted image along with the relatively strong...
Fig. 1. A standard spin-echo sequence is diagrammed in A, while the same sequence with an added gradient echo (AGE) is shown in B. The added gradient echo is caused by a simple reversal of the readout gradient after the first echo has been read. The signal intensity of this gradient echo is given by

\[ I_2 = I_1 \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{(T_{E_2} - T_{E_1})}{T_2}\right), \]

where \( I_1 \) is the signal intensity of the first echo (a standard spin echo), and \( T_{E_2} - T_{E_1} \) is the time difference between the two echoes.

After some initial drawbacks were solved, the AGE sequence was incorporated into our routine cine TMJ imaging protocol, with 208 examinations being performed (and continuing to be performed). In addition, those TMJ studies in which abnormal fluid accumulation was clearly suggested by AGE were followed up with standard closed-mouth T2-weighted, STIR, or gradient-echo sequences known to be sensitive to fluids (17 of the 208 examinations). The images were then compared for their contrast properties and in one particular case, surgical verification was also available.

Results

Figure 2 shows the results obtained from the phantom of test tubes. Plain water was found to produce its strongest signal on the T2-weighted, FLASH 15°, and STIR sequences, while oil produced its strongest signal on the T1-weighted and AGE images. Thus, with these fluids, the AGE image was T1-weighted, at least for the TR and TE values used here.

Figure 3 shows a T1-weighted and AGE image from a normal patient study (closed mouth). Note that the AGE image shows low signal from condylar marrow, as expected, but is otherwise sim-
ilar to the T1-weighted image in appearance. In particular, there is no strong signal from within the joint space; the normal tissues produce little signal on either image.

Figure 4 shows the results from a study in which the patient had a surgically verified cyst in the TMJ. All the sequences used with the phantom were run with this patient's jaw closed and resulted in images consistent with a cyst. Of particular interest is the observation that the AGE image shows the cyst with the same type of image contrast as the T2-weighted image (as well as the FLASH 15° and STIR images). Thus the AGE image is seen to show fluid more like a T2-weighted sequence, an observation that is somewhat surprising based upon its T1-weighting with the phantom. However, one must be careful which tissues are compared. When comparing fat and water, AGE is T1-weighted because all these materials are very homogeneous and produce a relatively strong echo. When comparing fluid to normal TMJ tissues, AGE is T2*-weighted be-
cause the normal TMJ tissues are much more inhomogeneous than fluid, and thus do not produce as strong a gradient-echo signal (compare Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

Figure 5 is a case typical of the 16 other cases in which the AGE image suggested abnormal fluid collection. This patient complained of limited motion due to pain as her mouth opened. Again, the AGE image shows the same sense of contrast properties as the T2-weighted and other fluid-sensitive images, although the contrast is not as strong. Note also the small pocket of fluid buildup just anterior to the meniscus; such buildups are normally not observed and could account for the patient's pain on opening.

Discussion

AGE has been found to be a useful technique for obtaining images sensitive to TMJ fluid in cine studies. It is added to a T1-weighted spin-echo sequence, so it allows the usual T1-weighted images to be obtained. In addition, it allows tracking of the motion of the fluid during jaw opening, with no change in total examination time or spatial resolution. AGE also makes no unusual demands upon the gradient system and uses no additional radio frequency power; however, it should be noted that AGE does have some properties that should be considered before implementation: 1) fewer sections can be collected per TR due to the second echo; 2) the AGE image is both phase and frequency reversed, requiring an offline 180° rotation of the image before presentation (to produce correct labeling); 3) the AGE image is often too faint for otherwise low signal-to-noise imaging; and 4) the AGE image is more motion-sensitive than standard spin-echo images.

The contrast properties of AGE are essentially those of a standard spin echo, but multiplied by the T2* decay from the first (T1-weighted) echo to the gradient echo. AGE was implemented so that the added gradient echo occurred 10-12 msec (depending upon which MR unit was used) after the standard T1-weighted spin echo. Both the signal and contrast of this added gradient-echo image are the same as the conventional T1-weighted spin echo multiplied by any T2* contrast effects generated in the 10-12 msec between echoes. This additional T2* contrast is very important because it is what causes most tissues around a joint to produce minimal signal. Only the homogeneous tissues such as fat and fluids retain appreciable signal, so they stand out quite clearly on the AGE images. Since both fat and water tend to be bright on AGE images, they must be distinguished either by using the first
The AGE technique may also be helpful in several other possible applications, such as other types of cine-posing examinations, spine imaging to differentiate osteophytes from disk material, imaging of other joints, or locating hemosiderin deposits in the brain. In fact, any application where one desires gradient-echo contrast information is a possible application for AGE, and it can usually be applied to the T1-weighted image set. The primary drawbacks of AGE in other applications are the reduced number of sections per TR and the need for otherwise adequate signal-to-noise. AGE has proved to be of little use...
Fig. 5. Images from a patient with temporomandibular joint pain on jaw opening. The top row images are closed-mouth T1-weighted (350/25/1), T2-weighted (2000/90/1), and AGE images (350/37/1) as viewed from left to right. The middle row images are all AGE images (350/37/1) at closed, moderately opened, and full open positions (left-to-right), while the bottom row images are the T1-weighted images (350/25/1) at the same section position and degrees of opening. The meniscus is seen to be anteriorly dislocated (curved arrows) and a fluid collection in the anterior part of the inferior joint space is also observed (straight arrows).

for axial spine images, thin section imaging, and/or half Fourier imaging due to poor signal-to-noise with resultant poor detectability of structures of interest. AGE also has the severe artifactual distortions that any gradient-echo sequence can have with patients who have dental braces or other metallic implants within the field of view. Despite these drawbacks, AGE may have a wide range of uses. The AGE technique is easily applied to any basic sequence: standard spin echo (as illustrated in this report), inversion recovery, or even a primary gradient-echo sequence such as FLASH; however, the clinical role for such AGE combinations has not yet been considered.
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